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Wireless A to ZMcGraw-Hill, 2002
THE MOST PRECISE, CONCISE, AND AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS REFERENCE AVAILABLE!
 

 In today’s information-rich environment, a business operating without a cogent wireless communications strategy is destined for failure. That’s why, if designing, maintaining, or upgrading wireless and mobile communications systems...
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Video Coding for Mobile Communications: Efficiency, Complexity and Resilience (Signal Processing and its Applications)Academic Press, 2002
This book concentrates on three main challenges of video coding for mobile communications: higher coding efficiency, reduced computational complexity, and improved error resilience. Unlike other high level books and articles that focus on individual aspects in this field, this book has been designed as a quick, easy, and practical introduction to...
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Deploying Qos for Cisco Ip and Next Generation Networks: The Definitive GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
"Deploying QoS for IP Next Generation Networks: The Definitive Guide" provides network architects and planners with insight into the various aspects that drive QoS deployment for the various network types. It serves as a single source of reference for businesses that plan to deploy a QoS framework for voice, video, mobility and data...
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Wolf Nation: The Life, Death, and Return of Wild American Wolves (A Merloyd Lawrence Book)Da Capo Press, 2017

	In the tradition of Peter Matthiessen's Wildlife in America or Aldo Leopold, Brenda Peterson tells the 300-year history of wild wolves in America. It is also our own history, seen through our relationship with wolves. The earliest Americans revered them. Settlers zealously exterminated them. Now, scientists, writers, and ordinary...
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The Brand Strategy Canvas: A One-Page Guide for StartupsApress, 2019

	
		Launching a startup is now easier than ever before. Building a lasting brand, however, remains a mystery for even the savviest of founders. An impactful, recognizable brand is perhaps a company’s most valuable intellectual property. And any strong brand starts with a strategy.

	
		The Brand Strategy Canvas has...
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Biometrics for Network SecurityPrentice Hall, 2003
The complete guide to implementing biometric security solutions for your network

Network security has become the latter-day equivalent of oxymoronic terms like "jumbo shrimp" and "exact estimate." Newspaper headlines are routinely peppered with incidents of hackers thwarting the security put forth by...
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Internet Phone Services Simplified (VoIP)Cisco Press, 2006
Internet Phone Services Simplified gives you the most basic need-to-know information and then teaches you how to get the most out of your VoIP phone services:

	
    Understand how broadband VoIP, Internet VoIP, and VoIP Chat services work

    

...
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Top-Down Network Design Second EditionCisco Press, 2004
op-Down Network Design, Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to designing enterprise networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world examples, it teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker, by Klaus Aschenbrenner, an international expert on Service Broker, explains why Microsoft introduced Service Broker and describes its big advantages over prior message technologies.
Rich with practical examples, this is the most complete and incisive book on this important new technology, an...
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VoiceXML: 10 Projects to Voice Enable Your Web SiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Build 10 ready-to-use VoiceXML applications!      

Following an introduction to VoiceXML and a review of how to set up your work environment, Mark Miller guides you through the steps to building ten complete programs that utilize VoiceXML and related technologies to create fully functional solutions. Each project begins with a clear...
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Phenomenology of PerceptionRoutledge, 2012

	First published in 1945, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s monumental Phénoménologie de la perception signalled the arrival of a major new philosophical and intellectual voice in post-war Europe. Breaking with the prevailing picture of existentialism and phenomenology at the time, it has become one of the landmark works of...
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Multi-Objective Optimization in Computer Networks Using MetaheuristicsAuerbach Publications, 2007
Many new multicast applications emerging from the Internet, such as Voice-over-IP (VoIP), videoconference, TV over the Internet, radio over the Internet, video streaming multipoint, etc., have the following resource requirements: bandwidth consumption, end-to-end delay, delay jitter, packet loss ratio, and so forth. It is therefore necessary to...
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